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ABOUT US 

Zeecom IT Services is an IT Services company in Maseru City, aiming to provide  
companies and organizations with complete IT solutions at one address.  
Services are provided by qualified experts with more than 12 years’ experience  
in IT industry in which they provided solutions in networking, security, hosting,  
software engineering and other technologies. Our team consists of well trained  
professionals with the right experience & knowledge in designing, development  
and deployment of the best solutions possible over a wide range of sectors & areas.  
 

Partnerships  

We have established relationships with major IT industry leaders, becoming authorized partners 

(resellers/ distributors) for their products. Working with partners is central to our mission of full 

filling our commitments, so we take pride in these partnerships and in bringing their cutting-edge 

technologies to you. 

 

Establish your presence on the Internet with a unique 
Domain Name and create your own website with one of 

our easy to use Web Hosting packages. 
 
Competitive prices 

Just M220.00 will secure a unique .ls Domain Name for a period of one year.  
These include .co.ls, .org.ls, .me.ls, .net.ls and .ac.ls. Alternatively, for different reasonable  
amounts you can register different domain names right here with us eg. .com,  
.za, .club, .associates, .supply, and .org Registering multiple domain names is recommended to 
protect your brand name and maximize traffic to your site. 
 

Easy to manage 

To eliminate the risk of losing your valuable domain name and to make it easier to manage, we will 

automatically renew your domain name when it is due to expire. If you choose not to renew you can 

simply reply to the notification email we send to you 30 days prior to the expiry date. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Web Hosting 

Continued growth in Internet usage and confidence in e-commerce means that  
now more than ever businesses need an effective website to communicate with 
 their customers. Whether you need to create and develop a new website, or simply 
 need someone to host your existing website, we can offer something to fit your 
 requirements. We offer services built on both Windows and Linux Operating Systems  
and all are bundled with an easy to use control panel, enabling you to design, build  
and administer your website(s) through your browser. 
 

Data Center 

Our datacenter facilities in the U.S.A are provided by Equinix (www.equinix.com), you can  
view them and take a tour of their data centers around the world, and represent the finest  
space available in each market worldwide. These datacenters  
have been designed and operated to satisfy even the most discriminating customers.  
This US based first class network infrastructure ensures we can support growing websites  
with high bandwidth requirements. Our secure data centers are monitored 24x7 to ensure  
your servers are always safe. Customers can be confident with our N+1 power generator 
architecture. We feature N+2 redundant data center HVAC (heating, ventilation,  
air conditioning) systems. Advanced fire suppression systems ensure any fires are  
localized. Preventive maintenance, performed regularly by highly trained personnel, 
 meets or exceeds manufacturers recommended practices. Several hundred cameras  
with long-term digital recording at each site. The US based datacenters are a member  
of the Uptime Institute, a prestigious knowledge consortium where global standards  
and best practices are created and delivered to maintain system uptime and  
availability. 

Key Features of Our Global Network 

 Fully redundant network architecture with no single points of failure 
 

 Industry-leading network bandwidth capacity: 250+ gigabits/second 
 

 Multiple layers of network security 
 

 Centralized network monitoring in the Network Operations Center 
 

 Multiple concurrent, high-capacity Tier 1 bandwidth providers 
 

 Network POPs across 5 cities and 2 continents 

 

 

 

 

http://www.equinix.com/


 

 

 

SSL Certificates 

If you are exchanging personal  
and confidential information within 
 your website you will need to ensure 
 that you have an SSL certificate installed 
 on your domain. This is particularly 
 important for e-commerce transactions 
 which require compliance 
 with the PCI DSS standards. SSL certificates 
 are a big step to meeting this requirement.  
For occasional needs, a shared SSL  
certificate (given by most web-hosting  

companies) will be sufficient. However, if you host with Zeecom and are serious with your  
domain security, or payments are a central part of your website, we give you a  
Dedicated SSL certificate offering 2048 bit encryption, compatibility with all major 
 web browsers and a high level of warranty support. 
 

Power to Your Website 

Whether you want to create a blog or start a community, you can do so quickly and  

easily through Softaculous from your control panel. Softaculous is a great Auto  

Installer having 300+ great scripts, 1,000+ PHP Classes and more. These scripts  

cover most of the uses you could ever have. A wide array of categories are 

 covered so that everyone could find the required script one would need to power  

their website. 

 

 

 

 

Webhosting Packages 

We are leading Web Hosting & .ls, .com domain registration company in Lesotho. Guarantee  
99% of Availability with great support. Whether you are a professional Website designer,  
or just starting out with your first website, Zeecom will work with you during all process  
of publish your Website online. We offer not just Website Hosting, its completed business  
support for your successful online branding. Allow us the opportunity to exceed your  
expectations. 
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